SIX INTENSIVE DAYS

SEPTEMBER 29 - OCTOBER 1

8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Day 1: Setting up the Foundation – Basics on Pyramid Plus Approach, Inclusion, & Creating Capacity with an Effective Workforce & System; SESSIONS 1-3

Day 2: Defining Social Emotional Development and Evidence Based Practices; Nurturing & Responsive Relationships; Partnering Effectively with Families; Supportive Environment – Physical Environment (Part 1); SESSIONS 4-6

Day 3: Supportive Environment – Physical Environment (Part 2); Supportive Environment – Schedules and Routines; Supportive Environment – Expectations and Transitions; SESSIONS 7-9

OCTOBER 20 - 22

8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Day 4: Universal Screening – Early Detection of Social Emotional Growth; Teamwork with Families/Writing Functional Goals and Outcomes; Intentional Planning and Embedded Learning Opportunities; SESSIONS 10-12

Day 5: Teaching Social and Friendship Skills (Part 2); Emotional Literacy and Competence; Supporting Early Development – Self Regulation to Conflict resolution; SESSIONS 13-15

Day 6: Overview for Creating a Behavior Support Plan; Understanding the Function of Behavior & Assessment; Developing, Implementing & Monitoring Strategies for Behavior Support Plans; SESSIONS 16-18

Continental Breakfast, Lunch, and Coffee Breaks provided each day.

PYRAMID PLUS APPROACH:

18 Training Sessions on Embedding Evidence-Based Inclusion Practices into the Pyramid Model Framework which supports Social Emotional Competence and Addresses Challenging Behavior in Young Children

Dates: SEPTEMBER 29 – OCTOBER 1 and OCTOBER 20 – 22, 2016

Time: 8:00 am – 5:00 pm each day

Location: University of Colorado, Denver

Address: 1380 Lawrence Street, 2nd Floor Terrace Room

Denver, CO 80204

Targeted Audience: Early Childhood professionals and others working to improve the social emotional health of children birth – 5 years; including administrators, coaches, trainers, teachers, Early Childhood Mental Health consultants and specialists, Early Intervention providers and other health professionals are encouraged to attend.

Structure of Training: The materials were developed so participants will be able to apply strategies and tools in their practice. Presentation will be delivered in a manner that systematically breaks the content into 18 sessions with specific topics and strategies, which provide concrete examples based both center based and home based settings. Participants will receive a thumb drive containing all training materials and will be required to either print their own paper copies of training handouts or use a computer to view them during the training. Computer rentals may be available. Click on the registration link below for more information.

Pyramid Plus Approach Training (delivered by Pyramid Plus Staff or Certified Trainer) satisfies the state requirements for Child Guidance Strategies. In order to receive a certificate of attendance you must attend ALL 6 days of training and complete ALL 18 sessions. CEUs and Course Credits (undergraduate and graduate) available with additional fees, assignments and contact hours. For more information, email pyramidplus@ucdenver.edu

REGISTER ONLINE ONLY

NO CHECKS or REFUNDS!

Registration Deadline – 8:00 AM, September 19, 2016

No registration will be accepted after the deadline.

COST - $600 per person (includes a thumb drive pre-loaded with all materials in addition to breakfast, lunch, coffee breaks and parking vouchers each day)

Click on the following link to register:

http://www.regonline.com/2016FallPPA